Although sometimes exceedingly complex, cap-and-trade regulations share some common features which have escaped notice. Previous analyses have assumed that …rms must be in continual compliance, surrendering permits as they pollute. As we showed in a companion paper (Hasegawa and Salant, 2010) , if …rms must cover their emissions on a continuing basis, then in the absence of uncertainty, the price path of permits may remain constant over measurable intervals while the government sells additional permits at a ceiling price or may even collapse in response to an anticipated injection of permits through a government auction.
Introduction
Cap-and-trade programs are being utilized as the main vehicle to combat global warming by national and state governments of advanced countries. Such regulations are sometimes exceedingly complex. Nonetheless they share some common features. First, although …rms subject to the regulations are required to surrender permits to cover their carbon emissions, they are not required to surrender permits on a continuing basis ("continual compliance") but only periodically. As a result, a …rm may emit carbon without possessing the permits to cover its emissions as long as it acquires su¢ cient permits by the compliance date. We refer to this aspect of the regulations as "delayed compliance." In the case of the California law (AB-32), for example, the compliance period is initially two years and subsequently three years (although a fraction of the permits must be surrendered earlier as a down-payment). In the case of the three federal bills that failed to become law, the compliance period was one year. 1 Second, while some permits are issued at the outset of a compliance period, provision is made for the government to inject additional permits into the market later in the compliance period. Third, while permits may be stored ("banked" ) over time for later use, these programs prohibit or severely restrict the opportunity to borrow from future allocations. These common features have consequences that have escaped notice. Previous analyses have assumed that …rms must be in continual compliance. Under this assumption, a sizable literature has developed to assess the welfare bene…ts of holding back some of the permits that could have been allocated at the outset and using them subsequently to hold down the price through auctions or sales at …xed prices. Such policies are classi…ed as "price collars"or "safety valves." 2 Burtraw et al. (2010) …nd that a price collar (also called a "symmetric safety valve" in the paper) outperforms a safety valve in a static setting. Fell and Morgenstern (2010) and Fell et al. (2010) simulate a dynamic stochastic model of a cap-and-trade program with a price collar or a safety valve. 3 Fell and Morgenstern (2010) …nd that price collar mechanisms are more cost-e¤ective than both purely quantity-based mechanisms and safety valve mechanisms for a given level of expected cumulative emissions. They also …nd that the combination of a price collar with banking and borrowing systems can achieve expected cost as low as a tax with lower emissions variance. Fell et al. (forthcoming) …nd that hard collars, which ensure unlimited supply of reserve allowances to defend a ceiling price yield lower net present value of expected abatement costs than soft collars, price collars with limited supply of reserve allowances, for the same level of the expected cumulative emissions net of o¤sets. Most recently, Hasegawa and Salant (2010) have shown that if …rms must cover their emissions on a continuing basis, then in the competitive equilibrium, the price path of permits may remain constant over periods while the government is selling additional permits at a ceiling price or may even collapse in response to a government auction. Clearly, no rational private agent would hold permits in the face of such capital losses. But the government sales of additional permits would enable …rms to acquire the necessary permits to remain continually in compliance. 4 Despite this sizable literature analyzing the e¤ects of permit auctions and sales under a regime of continual compliance, such policies remain to be investigated under the actual regime of delayed compliance. 5 With delayed compliance, …rms purchase the permits they will ultimately need only at those instants within the compliance period when the permit price has the lowest capitalized value at the compliance date.
In the absence of uncertainty, prices can never rise faster than the rate of interest under either compliance regime; otherwise traders would attempt to buy low and sell high on an in…nite scale. In contrast to the case of continual compliance, however, under delayed compliance prices can also never rise slower than the rate of interest. For suppose the contrary. Then the highest capitalized price would strictly exceed the lowest capitalized price. But then everyone with an initial allocation of permits would want to sell them at the highest capitalized price and there would be no one on the other side of the market willing to buy permits at that price; as a result, there would be massive excess supply. It follows that in any equilibrium under delayed compliance, prices must rise throughout the compliance period at the rate of interest. Anticipated government auctions or sales from a …nite reserve at a …xed price will not slow this rate of price appreciation although, as we will show, they will determine the position of the price path or, equivalently, the permit price prevailing at the compliance date.
The equilibrium permit price at the compliance date equates the demand for permits required to cover the cumulative emissions which have occurred since the last compliance date with the cumulative supply of permits provided by the government over that period. 6 The following algorithm can then be used to determine the permit price at the compliance date.
For each possible terminal price, determine the (unique) associated price path over the compliance period. To determine the cumulative demand for permits along that path, note that at every instant …rms will abate up to the point where their marginal cost of abatement capitalized to the compliance date equals the permit price anticipated to prevail at that date. Compute the aggregate cumulative emissions of the regulated entities over time. Firms will need a matching number of permits at the compliance date. This procedure provides one price-quantity pair on the cumulative demand curve for permits. Repeat the procedure to generate the other points on the demand curve.
Deriving the cumulative supply of permits as a function of the terminal price is somewhat trickier. Since all prices on each associated price path will have the same capitalized value, private agents will not care when they sell as long as they hold zero permits after the compliance period ends. Hence cumulative supply of permits over the period will consist of the initial allocations plus the subsequent injections of additional permits. These injections depend on the …ne details of particular regulations as we will illustrate using provisions from California's cap-and-trade program AB-32 which begins later this year and from the three Congressional bills which died in Congress. All four programs envision an initial allocation of permits supplemented by subsequent injections of additional permits during the compliance period. The programs di¤er, however, in the rules governing these injections. For example, while all these programs prescribe a periodic sequence of auctions with pre-announced reserve prices, the programs di¤er in whether permits unsold in one auction can be re-o¤ered in subsequent auctions. As we show, California AB-32 has a troublesome provision for o¤ering unsold permits in subsequent auctions that induces a jump in the supply of permits; under this rule, there may be no price path that will clear the permit market.
In addition to auctions, the programs envision sales at pre-determined prices; but here too the terms of these sales di¤er. The California plan contemplates sales of speci…ed amounts at speci…ed prices from an "Allowance Price Containment Reserve"shortly after each quarterly auction whereas the Kerry-Lieberman (2010) bill proposed sales of permits at a …xed price over a designated time interval or until the "Cost Containment Reserve"was depleted.
In the next section, we discuss the determination of cumulative demand for permits as a function of the last price on a price path rising at the rate of interest. We then discuss the cumulative supply of permits as a function of the last price on that path. We show how the supply curve depends on the particular provisions of the emissions trading program. The last price on the equilibrium price path is determined by the intersection of the cumulative demand and supply curves. We will also note when the equilibrium price path under continual compliance di¤ers from the path under delayed compliance. Such di¤erences occur when …rms would not receive injections of permits soon enough to surrender them under continual compliance. In such cases, excess demand occurs and permit prices must initially be higher (and emissions per unit time initially lower) under continual compliance.
Preliminaries
Under delayed compliance, …rms will purchase permits at the lowest price, capitalized to the date of compliance. Since, as explained previously, the equilibrium price path under delayed compliance must rise at the rate of interest, every price is lowest and we may index such paths by the price expected to prevail at the date of compliance. Denote that price as P:
We assume that …rm i (i 2 f1; : : : ; ng) can reduce its emissions to rate e i (t) by abating at cost c i (e i (t)); where …rm i's cost is a strictly decreasing, strictly convex, di¤erentiable function of emissions. To avoid corners, we assume the Inada condition holds: c 0 i (e) ! 1 as e ! 0: Moreover, at a su¢ ciently high level of emissions ("baseline emissions," e i ), the …rm's cost declines to zero and approaches that level at a zero slope: c i ( e i ) = c 0 i ( e i ) = 0: Then …rm i chooses its emissions path e i (t) to minimize its total cost of complying with the cap-and-trade regulation. It minimizes c i (e i (t))e r(T t) + e i (t)P: Its optimal emissions path therefore solves:
T ] and i = 1; : : : n:
Given the properties of the n cost functions, the emissions of each …rm at any instant are a continuous, strictly decreasing function of P. From the emissions paths of the …rms, we can determine the cumulative aggregate demand for permits through time as a function of P:
D(P; ) is continuous, strictly decreasing in its …rst argument and strictly increasing and strictly concave in its second argument. The intercepts are D(P; 0) = 0 and D(0; ) = P n i=1 e i : We will make extensive use of this function in the subsequent analysis.
For any particular government method of injecting permits, we can de…ne S(P; ) as the government's cumulative supply of permits until time on a price path rising at the rate of interest and ending at P. Under delayed compliance, any price path such that D(P; T ) = S(P; T ) equilibrates the market.
To determine when the equilibrium price path under delayed compliances generates a disequilibrium under continual compliance, we will have to compute the cumulative supply and demand for permits at any time under continual compliance when the price rises throughout at the rate of interest, reaching P at T: A given method of injecting permits will generate the same cumulative supply S(P; ) under the two regimes. Moreover, under continual compliance …rm i's demand for permits at is also given by equations (1) and (2) . Provided the price path rises at the rate of interest, each …rm's cumulative demand from the outset to time T will be the same under the two regimes. 7 However, equilibrium under continual compliance requires that D(P; ) S(P; ) for all 2 [0; T ) in addition to D(P; T ) = S(P; T ). That is, in the continual compliance regime, agents must be provided enough permits to be able to cover their emissions at every instant and not merely the last one. Since the requirement of equilibrium is more restrictive under continual compliance, price paths that equilibrate the market under delayed compliance fail to equilibrate it under continual compliance.
Auctions with Reserve Prices
Throughout we will assume that g permits are "grandfathered" at the outset and that the number grandfathered is smaller than the cumulative emissions that would have occurred without a cap-and-trade program (g < T P n i=1 e i ). In this section, we assume that the government commits at the outset to conduct a sequence of auctions. The date, amount, and reserve price of each auction is announced at the outset. Let t i denote the date of the i th auction, a i its amount, and p i its reserve price (assumed strictly positive) for i = 1; : : : A, where A is the total number of auctions to be held during the compliance period, [0; T ].
To determine the equilibrium price path under delayed compliance, we construct the cumulative demand and cumulative supply curves and determine their unique point of inter- 7 The cumulative demands no longer coincide on price paths that rise somewhere more slowly than the rate of interest. Suppose, for example, that the price is constant at P until T . Then at every instant under continual compliance emissions would solve c 0 i (e i (t)) = P; for t 2 [0; T ] and i = 1; : : : n which is strictly smaller than the solution to (1); hence, cumulative demand until T would be strictly smaller on such a price path under continual compliance. However, this observation is unimportant since the equilibrium price path under delayed compliance must always rise at the rate of interest and we will be checking whether such a price path equilibrates the permit market under continual compliance.
section. The cumulative demand curve is simply D(P; T ), which is downward-sloping with respect to P. The cumulative supply curve S(P; T ) is a step-function. For the price path with the terminal price of zero, aggregate supply consists of the g grandfathered permits.
As the terminal price is increased, it eventually equals lowest capitalized reserve price. At that terminal price, the cumulative supply is indeterminate-as small as g and as large as g plus the amount o¤ered at the auction with the lowest capitalized reserve price. If the terminal price is slightly higher, the cumulative supply equals the upper end of this interval. Cumulative supply would remain at that level until the terminal price reached the next-tothe-lowest capitalized reserve price. A su¢ ciently high terminal price will equal the highest of the capitalized reserve prices of the A auctions. Any higher terminal price will elicit the maximal supply of g + P A i=1 a i permits. There exists a unique equilibrium price path and terminal price, P: Existence follows since a zero terminal price would generate excess cumulative demand (by assumption, T P n i=1 e i > g) while a su¢ ciently high terminal price would generate excess cumulative supply (cumulative supply g + P A i=1 a i is bounded away from zero and cumulative demand approaches zero for su¢ ciently high P). Moreover the intersection point must be unique since, at any higher price, demand is strictly smaller and supply weakly larger while, at any lower price, demand is strictly larger and supply weakly smaller.
To construct the supply curve geometrically, proceed as follows: (1) on a diagram with time on the horizontal axis and price per permit on the vertical axis (see Figure 1) , record the date and reserve-price pair (t i ; p i ) of each of the A auctions; (2) determine the capitalized value (P i ) of each reserve price by drawing through each of these A points a price path rising at the rate of interest and noting its height at T (P i = p i e r(T t i ) ). For terminal prices smaller than the smallest capitalized reserve price, only the g grandfathered permits are supplied to the market. For higher prices, the cumulative supply function S(P; T ) will have a horizontal step of length a i at height P i for i = 1; : : : A: Whenever the exogenous reserve prices rise by less (respectively, more) than the rate of interest, P i > P i+1 (respectively, P i < P i+1 ). Whenever the exogenous reserve prices rise by exactly the rate of interest, every reserve price has the same capitalized value at the compliance date.
In Figure 1 , all auctions have the same reserve price (p i = p j ). Since these reserve prices rise by less than the rate of interest, P 1 > P 2 > P 3 > P 4 . In the example portrayed, the equilibrium terminal price P* is contained in the open interval (P 4 ; P 3 ): Hence, no bids are accepted at the …rst three auctions but a 4 is sold at the fourth auction. Therefore, in equilibrium emissions equal g + a 4 :
If the government had auctioned no permits at t 4 but had instead added these a 4 permits equilibrium price path Permit Price for terminal prices below P 4 but the modi…ed cumulative supply curve would still intersect the unchanged cumulative demand curve at the same point. Hence, the equilibrium price path would not change under delayed compliance nor would the cumulative emissions it induces. Alternatively, if the government had grandfathered no permits but had instead auctioned these g permits along with the a 4 permits at t 4 , then the cumulative supply at prices below P 4 would be zero and the cumulative supply at P 4 would be as large as g + a 4 : Nonetheless this modi…ed cumulative supply curve would still intersect the cumulative demand curve at the same point. Neither change would a¤ect the equilibrium under delayed compliance.
If the entire sum of permits was grandfathered at the outset, then this same price path would also equilibrate the market under continual compliance. But if all of these permits were made available instead at t 4 , then a disequilibrium would inevitably occur since, for some < T; D(P; ) > S(P; ): In Figure 2 , we plot cumulative supply and demand until along the equilibrium price path under delayed compliance (the price path ending at P ): Since the path generates an equilibrium under delayed compliance, the two curves intersect at T: An equilibrium under continual compliance requires in addition that the cumulative supply curve lies nowhere strictly below the cumulative demand curve for 2 [0; T ): We have drawn the boundary case whereg = D(P ; t 4 ) permits are grandfathered and (g + a 4 If the government grandfathered strictly less thang permits and added them instead to the amount auctioned at t 4 , then the equilibrium under delayed compliance could no longer be supported as an equilibrium under continual compliance. Instead, the price path would consist of segments rising at the rate of interest, separated by a downward jump at t 4 .
Returning to the case of delayed compliance, suppose that cumulative demand was so large that P 2 (P 2 ; P 1 ): That is, every auction after t 1 sells out, but bids in this …rst auction are below its reserve price (p 1 ): Under the rules of California's AB-32, the a 1 permits which failed to sell in the …rst auction would be returned to the "Auction Holding Account." Some of these permits would be available for sale in the fourth auction since it would have occurred "after two consecutive auctions have resulted in an auction settlement price greater than the applicable Auction Reserve Price." However, not all of the a 1 permits could be made available. At most the number of permits which can be added to the auction at t 4 is 25% of a 4 : It is not clear to us how many of these permits would be o¤ered and who decides, but at the old equilibrium price excess supply would occur because these unsold additional permits would be o¤ered in an auction where the market price exceeds the reserve price. As a result, the equilibrium price path under delayed compliance would rise to a lower terminal price.
O¤ering unsold permits for sale if and only if permits are sold at two subsequent auctions in a row can create a situation where no competitive equilibrium exists. Suppose, for example, that no bids exceed the reserve price in the …rst auction but the next two auctions sell out. Suppose cumulative demand is su¢ ciently high that in the absence of the rule regarding unsold permits that P 2 (P 2 ; P 1 ). Under this rule min(a 1 ; 0:25a 4 ) of the permits from the …rst auction can be o¤ered in the fourth auction. If min(a 1 ; 0:25a 4 ) > D(P 2 ) g a 2 a 3 a 4 = D(P 2 ) D(P ) then there will be excess supply at any terminal price equal to or exceeding P 2 .
8 But at any terminal price strictly below P 2 , there will be excess demand since, in the absence of two consecutive auctions where permits sold, none of the unsold permits from auction 1 can be o¤ered for sale in auction 4, and then D(P) > g + a 3 + a 4 holds for all P < P 2 .
Sales at Speci…ed Prices
Permits can also be injected during the compliance period by sales at a speci…ed price, which we denote p: To simplify, we assume in this section that all permits not grandfathered at the outset are injected by such sales. Such sales can occur over a speci…ed time interval which commences at t c and …nishes at t f or until all of the R permits in the "Cost Containment Reserve"have been sold. The Kerry-Lieberman bill envisioned such sales over a …nite interval. They resemble a continuum of auctions with reserve price p over the time interval [t c ; t f ] but with R available in the initial auction, and everything unsold in one auction immediately available for sale in subsequent auctions. Since the sales price over the interval is constant, the price at t f has the smallest capitalized value (P f = pe r(T t f ) ). In Figure 3 , we depict the interval of o¤ers and the sales price.
As in Figure 1 , we depict P f by noting the terminal price on the path through the point (t f ; p) rising at the rate of interest. To derive the cumulative supply curve, note that if the terminal price is strictly smaller than P f ; then nothing would sell during this time interval and the cumulative supply would just be g. If the terminal price is strictly larger, then the cumulative supply would be g + R: If the terminal price is exactly P f then the cumulative supply is any number of permits in the closed interval [g; g + R]: Suppose cumulative demand is su¢ ciently large that under delayed compliance the terminal price strictly exceeds P f . Then R permits sell instantaneously, either at some interior date 2 (t c ; t f ) or at the …rst moment of the sale (t c ). In either case, such purchases at an in…nite rate are just like "…rst-generation" speculative attacks which have been widely Suppose in the equilibrium under delayed compliance that the terminal price is P and cumulative emissions are g + R: Suppose the speculative attack occurs at the interior point > t c . Reallocating the g + R permits between the initial allocation and the Cost Containment Reserve will not alter the equilibrium price path or the date of the attack under delayed compliance. Such reallocation may however a¤ect the price path under continual compliance. In Figure 4 , we depict the boundary case where the initial allocation g = D(P ; ) and g + R = D(P ; T ), implying that R = D(P ; T ) D(P ; ). If more permits are moved from the initial allocation to the Cost Containment Reserve, the equilibrium under continual compliance will di¤er from the equilibrium under delayed compliance. In that case, the equilibrium price path under continual compliance will have a segment rising at the rate of interest until t c and then (weakly) dropping to p for an endogenous interval of time before rising continuously from p again at the rate of interest. A speculative attack must occur here too but it occurs later than under delayed compliance. 
Conclusion
Cap-and-trade programs rather than emissions taxes are being utilized as the main vehicle to combat global warming by national (and state) governments of advanced countries. In the United States, some permits are withheld from the initial allocation and injected subsequently into the market by auctions or sales at …xed prices in an attempt to limit price increases (through so-called "price collars"or "safety valves"). The e¤ect of these subsequent injections depends on whether the program requires regulated …rms to be in compliance continually or merely periodically. Until now, virtually all analyses have assumed continual compliance even though actual programs always require delayed compliance.
The purpose of our paper has been to develop a methodology for analyzing the e¤ects of such injections in a regime of delayed compliance. In the process of illustrating the use of this methodology, we identi…ed two consequences of the provisions of cap-and-trade programs (potential speculative attacks and nonexistence of equilibrium) that have escaped notice.
We have also clari…ed when the equilibrium under continual compliance di¤ers from the equilibrium under delayed compliance. We have not described in detail the e¤ects of such injections under continual compliance since no actual programs require that.
We have assumed away all forms of uncertainty in the current analysis but will address this issue in the future. Permit markets may be subject to three kinds of uncertainty: (1) ongoing regulatory uncertainty that, when resolved, will result in a nonstochastic environment; (2) uncertainty about the aggregate demand for permits that will be resolved at a …xed date in the future by an information disclosure; and (3) aggregate demand shocks each period. McWilliams and Moore (2011) have shown the importance of regulatory uncertainty in the SO 2 permit market. The consequences of disclosing information at a known time about the demand for permits is illustrated by the collapse of the permit price in Europe following the disclosure of low demand for permits. In the case of demand shocks each period, the price path would become stochastic rather than deterministic. But it appears that little would change under uncertainty if agents are risk neutral. In no equilibrium will the current price be strictly smaller than the price expected at any date in the future discounted back to the current period; otherwise, risk-neutral speculators would purchase for subsequent resale on an in…nite scale. If the current price is strictly higher than every price expected in the future, properly discounted, then holders of the initial allocation will want to sell their permits in the current period but no buyers would want to buy them. Since there can be no competitive equilibrium in either situation, It follows that, if any equilibrium exists, the price in any period must be equal to the price then expected in every future period, discounted back appropriately. Moreover, in the …nal period of the compliance period, all permits would be surrendered to the government and, if agents had insu¢ cient permits to cover their cumulative emissions, they would have to pay a well-speci…ed penalty.
